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WET WASTE AND DRY WASTE COMPACTORS
LARGE COMPACTORS

 Bespoke wet and dry waste 
 compaction from 5–23m3

 High compaction ratios
 Minimal space required
 Continuous loading

 Radical cost savings
 Easy to use
 Self-cleaning
 Hydraulic integral or standalone 

 bin-tipping devices available



WET WASTE COMPACTORS
LARGE COMPACTORS

Call us to discuss your requirements on 0800 917 3396
or email us at perry@compactorsdirect.co.uk
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 Save time, money and space  High compaction ratios  Bespoke compaction from 5–23m3 
 Easy to use  CE certification  Continuous loading  Convenient roll-on, roll-off version and 
space-saving skip-lift version  Hydraulic integral or standalone bin-tipping devices available

Optimum compaction and easy emptying

Our wet waste compactors are self-cleaning, requiring no manual 
cleaning below or behind the blade thanks to the pendulum blade 
system. The units can be fed with material continuously and are 
particularly ideal for the collection and compaction of wet waste.

The machines have a huge capacity, reducing the number of 
waste transport journeys to a minimum and saving valuable space, 
bringing you radical savings in disposal costs. The staffing costs 
required for waste handling are also significantly reduced, while 
a clean and efficient working environment is maintained. The 
compactors are available for roll-on, roll-off vehicles or as a space-
saving skip-lift version, have a low operating noise level and require 
a low level of maintenance.

Accessories
 75% full and/or 100% full level signal
 Adjustable level indicator via GSM-Module
 Manually or hydraulically operated cover 

 over the loading aperture (protects 
 against filling by non-authorised persons 
 and against penetration of rainwater)
 Rubber seal on cover and/or unloading 

 flap (reduces odours and provides 
 water tightness)
 Remote control cables

 Hydraulic integral or standalone bin-
 tipping devices available
 Rolls in the rear and hooks in the front 

 suitable for roll-on/off container
 Photo electric cell in filler area (machine 

 starts as soon as something is thrown 
 into the loading apertures)
 Key-operated switch instead of start 

 button
 Fire hose connection
 Drainage device and ozone filter

Applications
Ideal for anywhere where waste 
has a high liquid content, such as:

 Supermarkets
 Canteen and hotel kitchens
 Department stores
 Sites of food production
 Hospitals and care homes
 Printing companies
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Huge capacity for waste compaction

Characterised by extremely high compaction, and with easy emptying thanks to the 
patented pendulum roof, our dry waste compactors help to save time, money and 
space. The units are self-cleaning – no cleaning is required below or behind the blade, 
due to the patented throw-over blade system.

The compactor can be fed with waste material continuously and has a huge capacity: 
five tonnes or more of cardboard, for example, can be compressed, reducing the 
number of waste transport journeys to a minimum. It is available for roll-on, roll-off 
vehicles or in a convenient, space-saving skip-lift version.

Accessories
 75% full and/or 100% full level signal
 Increase of the lateral walls in various 

 versions
 Adjustable level indicator via GSM-Module
 Double hydraulic pump for even 

 quicker stroke periods
 Key-operated switch, not start button
 Integral hydraulic bin-tipping device
 Hub tilting device integrates for pivoting 

 and/or comb pouring

 Remote control cables
 Manually or hydraulically operated 

 cover over the loading aperture in the 
 rear or fastened laterally (protects 
 against filling by non-authorised persons 
 and against penetration of rainwater)
 Photo electric cell in filler area (machine 

 starts as soon as something is thrown 
 into the loading apertures)
 Flap over the control keyboard, lockable 

 against vandalism

Applications
Ideal for anywhere where waste 
consists of dry recyclable materials:

 Supermarkets
 Trade
 Industry
 Printing companies

 Save time, money and space  High compaction ratios  Bespoke compaction from 5–23m3 
 Easy to use  CE certification  Continuous loading  Convenient roll-on, roll-off version and 
space-saving skip-lift version  Hydraulic integral or standalone bin-tipping devices available


